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Chapter 1 : The 25 Best iPad Pro () Tips and Tricks
Mar 27, Â· Here are 22 Galaxy S9 tips and tricks that you should know about. ) Home Screen In Horizontal Mode. Home
Screen in horizontal modeSamsung. Now you can view your Home screen, app icons and.

The new operating system is being offered as a free upgrade to Windows 8. The new operating system has a
lot to offer including some great new features. Let us check out some Windows 10 tips and tricks that will
help you get the best out of it. Windows 10 tips and tricks If you are a beginner, you may want to first read our
basic how-to use Windows 10 PC tutorial. These Edge browser tips and tricks will make you an Edge ninja!
Windows 10 also contains Internet Explorer for legacy purposes which I think will be continued to be used for
a considerable time to come. This tip will show you how to open Internet Explorer in Windows Check out
how to set up Cortana in Windows 10 to start using it. If you do not use it, you can disable Cortana. Know
how to use Cortana in Edge? Make Explorer open his PC folder. There may be other ways, but we will cover
only 2 of the most convenient ways. Check out how to customize Start Menu in Windows 10 to be able to
customize Start menu according to your interest and ease of usage. Show or Hide Recently added apps group.
You can enable Start Screen by enabling the Tablet Mode. If wish to enable Start Screen without enabling the
Tablet Mode, then the best option for you would be to enable full-screen Start. Remove it and enable Blur in
Start Menu background. Add a new custom color for Windows 10 taskbar. More tips here on how to
customize Windows 10 taskbar. The default service provider when you install Windows 10 is Bing. But if you
wish to change it to Google, you can do so easily. Read Personalization settings in Windows 10 to know what
all settings you can change. You can also set up personal lock screen, wallpaper and control themes in
Windows Different people like different looks of the desktop icons. The traditional icons are appreciated
more. But there are chances that if you install a theme, it will change the desktop icon images too. You can
prevent that using the PC Settings option. Check out Allow or Prevent themes from changing Desktop icons in
Windows. These tips will help you customize Screensaver in Windows This post will show you how to
change default programs. Change and use your favorite the media player, browser, etc, to op. This is possible
due to the presence of various Credential Providers. This registry hack will let you change your default
Credential Provider in Windows See how you can use the Task View or Virtual Desktop feature. It uses
fingerprints and Iris scan to let you log in. But not all computers will be able to use the feature as it needs
special hardware. Check out the list of PCs that support Windows Hello. It has now been improved in
Windows 10, and called Snap Assist. Use it or disable it if you wish. You will then see the option to Exit
Explorer. See all these and more such quick tips to a faster way of working with Windows. But you can
always turn them on and off. Download and use maps when you do not have an Internet connection. The Maps
app lets you do so. These tips will help you use it to its fullest potential. In addition to traditional
password-based login, Windows 10 also includes PIN and Picture Password logon for the safety and security
of users. But should you be using it? Create a folder without any icon or name! Will work on all Windows.
These Notepad Tips and Tricks will work on all recent Windows versions and help you get the maximum out
of it. Change the font, add a date, customize the page setup, etc. There are many other useful Mouse Tricks
you want to know as a Windows user. But you could disable Windows Update. Use this tool to block
unwanted Windows Updates , from Microsoft instead. You can rollback from Windows 10 to your previous
version of Windows within a month of installing Windows Use the Contact Support app Microsoft has made
it easier for you to contact Support if you face any problems while using Windows See how to use the
Contact Support app. Use the built-in Windows Tips app. Watch this video from Microsoft. Did I miss
anything important? Stay in touch with us, stay in touch with the latest in the world of Windows 10!
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Chapter 2 : 12 Tips for New Drivers That You Canâ€™t Learn in a Driving School
Our 50 Best Tips to Make Your House Super Clean. We've got a trick for every corner of your home (it's just what we
do).

If your iPhone is your main communication device, you spend a surprising amount of time with the keyboard.
But do you know about the 3D Touch gesture that will transform the keyboard into a trackpad? Read on to
find out all the best tips and tricks for the iPhone keyboard. Then, you can swipe in any direction and the
cursor will move accordingly. Selecting text on a touchscreen is hard. So is precise control over the cursor.
This feature solves both problems. You can even use this feature to select text. This is where you can expand
any short text snippet into a word, sentence or even a paragraph. This can be handy if you need to type your
address or a specific chunk of text frequently for your work. Once you create a Text Replacement snippet, it
will sync between all your Apple devices automatically using iCloud. Type in the expanded text in the Phrase
section and type the snippet in the Shortcut section. Now, when you type the shortcut, it will automatically
expand into the phrase. Shift Key Gesture If you want to quickly capitalize a single letter, just swipe from the
Shift key over to any letter. When you lift the finger, iOS will input the key in a capital form. The rest of the
keyboard will then go back to the normal mode. This is a neat way to avoid double-tapping the Shift key every
time you want to enter a single capitalized letter. Numbers Key Gesture Similarly, you can swipe from the
number key to reveal the numbers and punctuation shortcuts. For instance, you can type in a question mark or
a common quickly using this gesture. In fact, iOS has amazing support for speech to text. And it works really
well. Tap and hold on the Globe icon and then tap Keyboard Settings. From this page, scroll to the bottom and
then tap on the toggle next to Predictive. Tap and hold on the Globe icon and from the bottom row, select the
icon to dock the keyboard either to the left or the right edge. To go back to the full-width keyboard, tap on the
arrow in the empty space next to the docked keyboard. And the utility they provide outweighs the reliability
issues. Our favorite third-party keyboard for iOS is Gboard. It gives you a Google search bar, gesture typing,
emoji replacement, emoji search, GIF search and more, all in one keyboard. Then open the keyboard, tap and
hold on the Globe icon and select your newly installed keyboard to switch to it. The Globe key is also how
you cycle between all the installed keyboards. Share with us in the comments below.
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Chapter 3 : Tips and Tricks Archives - Page 3 of 3 - Beauty Tips Home
In this post, we will tell you about some tips and tricks on the MIUI 9 that will enhance your experience. MIUI 9 comes
with features such as Lock screen enhancements, better notification.

This post offers you some cool Edge Browser Tips and Tricks that will help you get the best of this new web
browser and its features, in Windows Instead, you will find three dots, called Ellipses. You click on the
Ellipses to open the More actions menu that contains options to tweak Microsoft Edge. You have to click on
Settings to reach the main settings. Advanced options are also to be found in a separate menu when you click
on the option saying Advanced Options. Using these, you can tweak Edge settings. If you wish to change the
default settings in Edge and make it more comfortable, read our article on how to customize Edge. Some
people prefer to use dark themes, especially at nights or in the dark, as it is considered to cause lesser strain on
the eyes. Using dark themes limits the intensity, conserves battery and makes it easier to work long hours.
Read Enable Dark Theme in Edge for details. But you can always change the default search engine and even
add additional search engines to the browser. You can include Google or any other search engine in the list of
Edge browser. You just have to open the search engine page and then go to Settings menu using the Ellipses
towards the top right corner of the screen. Then follow the instructions as explained in our article on how to
change Default Search to Google in Edge. The process is same for adding any search engine and search
providers. You can set your favorite website, blog or search engine as your home page or you can set a blank
page too. Like all web browser, the new Microsoft Edge in Windows 10 too lets you set a single home page or
multiple homepages. Such browser keyboard shortcuts will help you use Edge in a smarter way. Although the
feature is pretty basic, it is good enough and meets the purpose. Like most browsers, Edge also supports
Form-fill. This feature remembers your oft-filled information and offers to fill the web forms automatically for
you. More on this at Manage Passwords and Form-Fill. Some of you may not find any use for the Home
button, but there are others who like to have a Home button, visible on the browser interface. Edge allows you
to add a Home button. This post will show you how you can import Favorites and Bookmarks into Edge.
Customize Edge New tab page to suit your requirements. It lets you take notes, write, highlight directly on
web pages or scribble on the web. Go here to learn how to make Web Notes in Edge. Cortana, powered by
Bing, is built directly into Windows This means that things users can do with the voice assistant on Windows
10 and Windows 10 for Phones is possible in the Edge web browser. Click on the button towards ON state to
display the Favorites bar. This option is not available as a context menu item, as in Internet Explorer. This will
automatically launch the tools undocked. As a Developer, you might be excited to use the Network tools. Ie
will instantly open that web page. If you are an IE lover and want to use it, see this post on how to open
Internet Explorer in Windows Just visit the website using Edge and click on the 3-dotted More actions link to
open the menu. Here click on Pin to Start, and its icon will get pinned to the Start Menu. You can then resize it
or choose to turn n or of live tiles. The Edge address bar will auto-hide. To make it appear, simply move the
mouse to to top edge. You might want to also take a look at some of the features of Edge browser , so that you
become completely familiar with all that the web browser has to offer. There are also some new security
features in Edge you may want to take a look at. Having done this, you might want to also take a look at and
configure Having done this, you might want to also take a look at the following:
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Chapter 4 : 13 MIUI 9 Tips and Tricks That You Should Know
Windows The best tricks, tips, and tweaks Windows 10 is chock-full of handy, hidden new features worth exploring.
Check out the best tips and tricks here.

Be sure to click the Cortana search bar on the Windows taskbar first and provide your name to set Cortana up.
To use it, just type a question into the location bar at the top of the Edge window or on the New tab page.
Cortana offers quick answers to questions. Sharing Web Pages The Edge browser has an integrated sharing
feature with a Share button on its toolbar. Tapping the Share button will open the system Share panel. If you
want to share on Twitter, install the Twitter app. You can also tap the title of the page in the Share panel and
choose to share a screenshot of the current web page rather than a link to it. The icon looks like a book.
Reading List Microsoft Edge includes a reading list feature, too. Use this to save articles you want to read later
without cluttering your favorites list. To do this, just click or tap the star icon on the address bar. Select the
Reading list heading and add the page to your reading list. Use the tools to draw on, highlight, erase, add
notes, and copy individual parts of a web page. The Save button allows you to save the note to Microsoft
OneNote, your favorites, or your reading list. You can also use the Share button to share your marked up note.
They should be easy to find now that much of the clutter from Internet Explorer has been stripped way. Open
the menu from the toolbar and select New InPrivate window to open a private-browsing mode window. Edge
allows you to open the menu and select Pin to Start to pin the current web page to the Start menu or Start
screen as a tile, allowing you to open it quickly. Clicking or tapping the tile will open the web page in Edge,
not its own browser window. If you do need to open a web page with Internet Explorer, you can just tap the
menu button and select Open with Internet Explorer. For example, you may need to do this if you need to use
a legacy web app that requires a browser plug-in like Java or Silverlight. Like many other modern Windows
10 apps, Edge includes a dark theme as well as its default light theme. This is the only browser plug-in that
works in Microsoft Edge. Microsoft Edge uses Bing by default, but you can have it use any search engine you
like â€” as long as that search engine offers an OpenSearch plug-in. For example, you can enable a Home
button to quickly take you back to your preferred home page. You can also configure which web pages Edge
opens when you launch it, and what exactly appears when you open a New tab page.
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Chapter 5 : 20 Tips And Tricks For A Clean Home - Page 12 of 19 - DIYs
Selecting furniture for your home is a real challenge when you want to have all the classy and lavish furniture but in [ ].

The Home button is gone, and so is Touch ID. Tap to Wake Just tap on the iPad screen to wake it up. Adjust
your face so it lines up with the iPad screen and your iPad should unlock. Just swipe up from the bottom of the
screen to unlock the iPad. But the TrueDepth camera is smart enough to figure out your face no matter which
direction you hold it in. When the camera is in the bottom, iPad will prompt you to look down to unlock the
iPad. Short Swipe up for the Dock To reveal the Dock, you now swipe up just a bit, like two inches and pause
for a sec. This will bring up the Dock. To ease the pain, you can use a keyboard shortcut to bring up the Dock:
Where you see the time and status indicators for Wi-Fi, BlueTooth and more. When an app is open, just swipe
up to bring the Dock, tap and hold on an app, drag the app icon and drop it to the left or the right edge to dock
it there. There are a lot more things you can do in Split View. Drag in an app from the Dock and drop it on top
of the two active apps. The floating app will stay on top and you can move it to the left or the right. You can
dismiss it as well by swiping horizontally off the screen and bring it back later. Drag and Drop lets you select
text, images, videos, links and more from one app and drop it in another. One of the most frustrating things in
iOS is using copy and paste. Drag and Drop feature takes care of this annoyance. Swipe Horizontally on Home
Bar For Recent Apps Swipe right horizontally on the big Home bar at the bottom of the screen to quickly
access the most recent app. You can use this gesture to quickly go back to the third or fourth most recently
used apps. But remember that if you interact with the app, the sequence resets. Just put it on top of the iPad in
Landscape mode and it connects to iPad magnetically. And it starts charging it wirelessly. This way, you can
quickly start scribbling without the need to navigate the Notes UI. And it has two actions â€” a single tap and
a double tap. In Notes app, you can use tap to switch to the erase tool. Best thing is that apps will be able to
customize this feature. Thanks to the USB-C cable. The iPad Pro can support up to 5K displays. If the app is
customized for it, the connected display can work as an independent, external display as well. But in an app
like Keynote, the external display will automatically display the slides while your iPad will show you your
presentation notes and a preview of the next slide. You can connect a Microphone to record audio, an ethernet
port with up to gigabit bandwidth. Printers are not yet supported. In fact, it can even charge your Nintendo
Switch! Doing this with Touch ID was easy because you could add up to 10 fingers. But by default, iPad only
allows 1 Face ID authentication. View All Keyboard Shortcuts For an App Most of the productivity apps on
the iPad support keyboard shortcuts and viewing a list of them is pretty easy. Just press and hold the Cmd key
on the keyboard. A nice side effect is that you can take Portrait Mode selfies on the iPad Pro. Open the
Camera app, flip to the front-facing camera and select Portrait option. Open the Messages app, go to an
iMessage conversation and select the Animoji option. Now from the first option, you can build your own
Memoji character by selecting the face structure, nose, eyes, hairstyle and glasses that reflect your look. Use
the new Screen Time feature in iOS 12 to know exactly how much time you spent being productive on a given
day. Then you can choose to disable certain apps automatically for time being or put up time limits. Share
with us in the comments below.
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Chapter 6 : Edge Browser Tips and Tricks for Windows 10
The Home's new cooking skills (see tip 3) make it a fine kitchen companion, but a good reason to have one on your
bedside table are its strangely addictive relaxation sounds. You can either take pot luck by saying "Hey Google, help me
relax", or pick your favourite with "Hey Google, play forest sounds".

Since time is of the essence, it is helpful to know the quickest and easiest way to clean the most challenging
messes. Fortunately, there are solutions to get things around the house clean without taking away precious
time. All you really need is a wet paper towel; well, actually two wet paper towels. Place two damp paper
towels on the grill. Then, turn on the grill to the low setting and wait for the steam. After two minutes, turn off
the grill, clean up the grime, let the grill cool, and put it away clean. Lemony Clean Chrome Photo Source: It
often gets finger prints, soap spots, and unknown substances on it. After time the shiny chrome that you once
loved starts to look tired and grimy. The easiest way to remedy this problem and bring back the shine is with a
half of a lemon. When you rub the lemon on the chrome, the acid cuts through the grime and brings back the
shine. And, your kitchen will smell fabulous! Even though many people no longer drink the sugary beverage,
it is still worth having a few two-liter bottles of it around for cleaning the toilet. Coke is much less expensive
that toilet-bowl cleaners. All you have to do is pour the Coke in your toilet and wait. The soda chemicals will
clean the bowl for you. After a few minutes, flush. If you need to repeat, then repeat. Clean Your Baseboards
Photo Source: A dryer sheet will take care of them for you. This is one of the easiest cleaning ideas, as all you
have to do is wipe the dryer sheet on your baseboard and appreciate the cleanliness and fragrance that is left
behind. This is so easy to do that you could even have your young, school-age kids help get the job done.
Well, with this quick tip, you can leave those expensive cleaning products on the shelves at your favorite
stores. Instead, buy some cream of tartar and a cleaning sponge. Wet the sponge, put some cream of tartar on it
and clean your appliances. All those little holes can harbor gunk and they are difficult to clean. Instead of
cleaning each of those little holes, you can get the job done with two household items: Fill the bag with
vinegar and tie the bag to your shower head. Make sure the vinegar covers the holes when you put the bag on
it. Then, go do something fun for a few hours. When you come back, the vinegar will have cleaned the shower
head and made it look like new. Fresh and Clean Mattresses Photo Source: Since we spend so much time in
bed, it is a good idea to keep our mattresses clean. So, try this instead. Give the mattress top a good
vacuuming. Then, open up a new box of baking soda and lightly dot the mattress with it. Let the baking soda
rest so it can absorb oil and odors. Then, vacuum it up after a couple of hours. Safe Cheese Grater Cleaning
Image: The best way to clean out the sticky cheese is to use a potato. Peel it by using the grater and the cheese
will no longer stick. And, the potato is too starchy to stick, too. A bowl of it does wonders in the microwave.
Put a bowl of water and vinegar in the microwave for a few minutes. This will create a steam that loosens the
mess on the walls and ceiling of the appliance. Once the timer is finished, remove the bowl and clean the
walls. The gunk will come off easily. Have you kids gather up the plastic toys and bring them to the
dishwasher. Load them on the top shelf and run the cycle. You can also clean them in the washing machine, if
you keep them in a tightly closed pillowcase or a laundry bag. Instead, you can clean your cast iron pans with
olive oil and kosher salt. The salt will scrub away the unwanted food stuffs and the olive oil will keep the iron
safe. Use a paper towel or a clean kitchen towel to spread the mixture. You can use water to rinse the pot.
Then, dry it thoroughly. Quick Clean Blender Photo Source: Instead, wash it on the counter with your
dishwashing soap and warm water. Put water and soap in the blender and blend away. Then, rinse it out and
the blender will be ready for your next beverage. Clean Your Toothbrushes Photo Source: Again, vinegar does
the trick. Put your toothbrush in a cup that has a two-to-one ratio of water to vinegar. Let the toothbrush sit in
the mix for 30 minutes. Remember to rinse out the vinegar before you brush. Detail Your Air Vents Image:
Most of the time, it takes a lot of work to clean it out with a rag or a paper towel. A trick you can use to easily
remove buildup from your vents and even baseboards is by using a scrub brush. This will give your home that
deep-cleaned look without much effort on your part. Get the Grease Out Photo Source: All you have to do is
rub the chalk on the grease and give it some time to absorb it. Use a damp cloth to wash the chalk and grease
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away. Surprisingly, this is a really easy item to clean. All you need to do is rub salt and a little bit of water on
it. The burn marks will wipe away and your iron will work like it did the first time you used it. With these 15
tips, you can clean the stubborn spots and items with ease. There is no reason avoid cleaning when all it takes
is a few typical household items and a few minutes of your time. Clean Those Yellowed Pillows Image
source: Instead of using your fingernails or a dangerous razor blade, Oxyclean and water will get the labels off
quickly and safely. Just soak the item in the mixture and after a couple of minutes, the label will slide right off.
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Chapter 7 : Top 10 iPhone Keyboard Tips and Tricks
They want to know the benefits, how it can be used, tips about the product, if the company is credible, FAQ, etc. I think
something that is really important and will make a company's blog standout is mentioning the company's promise or
mission statement.

Edit your home screen: A long press on the wallpaper on any home screen lets you edit the wallpaper and
themes, widgets, pages or further settings. This area will also let you add or delete complete screens, so if you
want a widgets page, this is where you go. Get more on your home screen: You can change the size of the
screen grid on which your shortcuts and widgets sit, depending on how dense you want the home screen to be.
Long press on the wallpaper and select "home screen settings". Select 4x5 to keep things fairly clear, 4x6, 5x5
or 5x6 to cram more in. We went with 5x5 on the S9. Many widgets are resizable. A long press selects them.
When you lift your finger, you can drag the blue box that appears and resize your widget. You can even resize
the Google search box. Customise the navigation bar: With on-screen controls, the S9 will let you customise
the navigation bar as you could on the S8. Want back on the left rather than the right? Lock the navigation bar
in place: With a big display, some apps will want to go full screen and the navigation bar will vanish, meaning
you need to swipe up from the bottom to bring it back. You can unlock it with another double tap. Hide the
navigation bar lock dot: Customise the status bar: You can change some of the options on the top display bar.
Allow your home page to work in landscape: That means you can keep your phone in landscape and flip
between videos and games, for example. Just switch this off to get rotation to landscape. Simply drag one app
on top of another on the home screen and a folder is created. Change a folder colour or name: Open a folder
and enter the name you want at the top. To change the folder background colour, tap the palette in the
right-hand corner and select a new colour - including completely custom colours. If you no longer want a
folder, press and hold and then hit delete. The folder and the app shortcuts will vanish. Access Bixby Home
from the home screen: It can be accessed via a press of the Bixby button on the side of the phone, but also a
swipe to the right from the home screen. Turn off Bixby Home: Swipe to the right and the Bixby Home panel
will appear. A long press on virtual the on-screen home button will launch Google Assistant. You can then
talk to Google and get the full experience as Mountain View intended. Google Now was one of the highlights
of Android Lollipop, with Google pulling together loads of information from search and other things going on
within your Google accounts, serving up cards of information. There is cross-over with the new Bixby Home,
but if you like doing it Google style, then tapping the Google search bar widget will open this page. Change
launcher home screen: You can easily change the experience of your phone with a different launcher, such as
Nova if you want more customisation. Just download the launcher from Play Store and install it. Select
"default apps" and then "home screen". Pocket-lint Samsung Galaxy S9 quick settings tips and tricks The
quick settings area is part of Android where you can access the most frequent settings for your device, like
power saving modes, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Instantly access the quick settings and notifications pane from
your home screen: This is off by default, to turn it on long press on the wallpaper and select "home screen
settings", then "quick-open notification panel". Change the quick settings grid size: You can change the
density of the quick settings icons by changing the grid size as you can on the home screen and the apps tray
below. Tap the menu button as above and select "buttons grid". Instantly access device settings from quick
settings: This is a standard Android tip, but great for accessing settings instantly. Turn off the SmartThings
connection notification: On the S9, Samsung is using the new SmartThings app as a central controller for all
connected devices, from smart home to Bluetooth devices and so on, replacing Samsung Connect. You can
remove it in the app: Show all the apps on the home screen: This is a popular option for some. If you want to
remove the apps tray, long press on the home screen and tap "home screen settings". The former removes the
apps tray completely, like the iPhone. Add or remove an apps tray button: By default there is no apps tray
button and you open the apps tray with a swipe. If you want the button back head into the home screen settings
as above and select "apps button". Here you can turn it on or off. Swipe to show or hide the apps tray: As
above, the Galaxy S9 lets you view the apps tray with a swipe up. The apps pages themselves then scroll left
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and right. Change the apps screen grid size: The latter will pack more apps in. In the apps tray, hit menu in the
top right-hand corner, then "sort". This will give you the option to have alphabetical order. Just tap that option
and everything will drop into place. Hit the menu button in the top right-hand corner, then tap "sort". This
time, select "custom order". You can now you can drag the apps to the position you want them in. Create an
apps tray folder: This can then be repositioned, named or coloured to your preference, so you can have a
Google folder, one for smart home, one for games and so on. Search your entire phone: At the top of the apps
screen is a search bar for Finder. This will return search results for apps you have installed, but can also search
content in apps, like Feedly, Play Music, messages, reminder, calendar and a whole lot more. Tap the finder
bar in the apps tray, then hit the menu button on the right then "manage apps" and you can choose where it
searches. You can uninstall directly from an app icon. Just long press on the app and a pop-up menu will give
you the option to uninstall an app. Add apps to your home screen: Press and hold on the app shortcut in the
apps tray. This will let you place a shortcut on your home screen by dragging it to the top of the page, or you
can select "add to home" from the pop-up menu that appears. Use normal app icons: Samsung loves putting
backgrounds on app icons, turning everything into a squircle. That will return apps to their normal shape.
Pocket-lint Samsung Galaxy S9 lock screen and always-on display The lock screen is what you see when your
phone is locked. Turn on always on display: This shows when the phone display is in standby, i. If you want it
to always show, scroll down and toggle that option on. This will also let you turn always-on display on or off a
night depending on your preference. Change always-on display layout: You can customise what you see in
always-on display by heading to the section above. You can opt to show the home button or not as well a the
clock or information. Change the always-on clock style: There are a range of different clock types for he S9
always-on display. Here you can change the clock both for always-on display and the lock screen. Add a
music controller to your lock screen or always-on display: Facewidgets are the name Samsung uses for other
information on your lock screen or always-on display.
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Chapter 8 : iPhone X: 20 tips and tricks to master Apple's latest phone - CNET
Posted by Khamosh Pathak on Mar 15, in iPhone Tips and Tricks, Keyboard You use your iPhone to type everything
from notes, messages to emails. If your iPhone is your main communication device, you spend a surprising amount of
time with the keyboard.

MIUI 9 comes with features such as Lock screen enhancements, better notification management, new gestures,
themes, and effects. It is loaded with hidden features too. With this feature, you can use two supported apps
simultaneously on the same screen. One app occupies the top position and the other is present below it. To use
two apps in the split-screen mode, tap the Recent key on your Redmi device and hit the Split screen option at
the top-left corner of the screen. Then, drag the first app to the text that says "Drag items here", followed by
tapping the second app. You can change the size of each app screen by dragging the small white line between
the two apps. To exit the split-screen mode, drag the white line either upwards or downwards to close the
apps. You can easily switch between two recently opened apps by just double tapping the recent key of your
device. MIUI 9 comes with a built-in feature to creates collages from the gallery. On the Photos tab, tap the
three-dot icon in the top-right corner. Hit Collage from the menu. Select the photos and tap OK. You can then
customize the layout and the look of your collages. This tab includes the pictures from Camera album. If you
want to create collages from other pictures, you will have to add that folder to the Photos tab, which is in our
next tip. Add Images to Photos Tab in Gallery To add images from other albums in the Photos tab, navigate to
that folder and hit the three-dot icon at the top-right corner. Select Show in Photos from the menu. All the
images from this particular folder will now appear under the Photos tab. Erase Background In addition to
adding new stickers and other image-editing features, MIUI 9 also introduces a new background or object
eraser tool. The tool is present under the Edit options of a photo and lets you remove any unnecessary object
from your image. However, when you swipe right from the lock screen it will open three shortcuts â€” Mi
Home, Mi Remote, and Torch. Yes, you can now access the Torch flashlight and Mi Remote directly from the
lock screen. Instead of moving or uninstalling apps one by one, you can now select multiple apps. To do so,
pinch-in on the home screen. Select the apps by tapping their icons. If you want to move them to a new screen,
just hold and drag them to the screens below. If you want to uninstall them, hold and drag them towards the
delete icon at the top. However, the feature is slightly buried down. To do so, pinch-in on the home screen and
tap on Settings. From Settings, tap Set default screen. Then, tap to choose your default home screen. All you
need to do is press the volume up or down button on any screen and then tap the Silent mode toggle inside the
Volume controls on the screen to enable it. You can choose to enable either the DND or the Silent mode. The
app is not limited to Redmi devices but works on all Android devices. To use Mi Drop , locate the Mi Drop
app icon on your home screen. To do so, tap the Recent apps key on your phone and hold the app whose App
info you want to open. You have to enable it in the Settings to show it in the Recent Apps. Then, enable Show
memory status. By doing this, all the notifications from that app will not clog your notification panel and will
appear in a separate folder. Then, on the notification panel, swipe the notification to the left and tap the
Unimportant icon at the right corner. These were some of the cool MIUI 9 tips and tricks. Last updated on 19
Apr, Also See.
Chapter 9 : 11 Tips and Tricks for Microsoft Edge on Windows 10
This post offers you some cool Edge Browser Tips and Tricks that will help you get the best of this new web browser
and its features, in Windows A home page is a web address that is opened.
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